
TOMBSTONE  –  POINT OF NO RETURN 

Bandinfo 

The death-metal workers of Tombstone come from the western Ruhr area. One 

may well say that this is the ideal forge for their sound, marked by dirt, sweat, 

power and feeling. 

 

What if the miner, who coined the image in the Ruhr area not so long ago, would 

have heard Metal? After a long hard day's work and 2-5 beer in his local pub 

around the corner, he surely would have been up for a few tombstone songs. 

 

The band has been around since 2010 - the miner has disappeared from the 

scene. The feeling remains: Despite the changes, the Ruhr area and tombstone 

stands for honest guys and honest work.  

 

Death Metal of different variants and with diverse influences has always played a 

role in the lives of these five musicians. They gained experience in various bands 

until life brought them together and the crucible emerged, that yields the first 

album “POINT OF NO RETURN” after the demo "Ignition" (2012). 

 

Now it is paramount to pack the energy of this album and to bring Tombstone on 

stage - because this music is made for it! 

 

Albuminfo 

Tombstone are now at their personal "point of no return "! It is poured and cooled 

down! The shape is blown up , the cast piece of metal is quarried out! No turning 

back! 

 

The nine songs offer melodic groove death paired with tons of heavy rock. Joy 

and fun to honest craft and the odd wink: no more, and no less is the specific 

claim. 

 

Tombstone have won Patrick Wittstock of Azrael design over to the artwork, who 

showed enjoyment of the concept from the beginning. So it was also exactly 

created in the figurative sense, what constitutes the content. 

 

Lifeblood, turned in the dirt of honest labor and grilled over an open flame! 

Yummy! 

 

 

Band: Tombstone  
Album: point of no return 
 

Release Date: 04.07.2014 
EAN: 4011725503116 
 
Genre: melodic groove death 

paired with tons of heavy rock 
 
Tracklist 
1. injected 
2. the dark abyss i fear 
3. where you belong 
4. a dark side 
5. gone 
6. binary snow globe 
7. tombstone 
8. nefarious murderer 
9. reawake 
 
 
Musicians 
Drums Markus Siegemund 
Bass Klaus Schowe 
Guitar d‘hAmm 
Guitar Andi Petry 
Vocals Martin Hartisch 
 
 
Production, Mix 
Tombstone 
(P.I.L.Studio, Dinslaken) 
 
Mastering 
Jochen Schoberth (Etage-Music, 
Bayreuth) 
 
Artwork 
Patrick Wittstock (Azrael Design, 
Göttingen) 
 
 
 
 
Contact 

Tombstone 
c/o Martin Hartisch 
Tannenstraße 2 
46149 Oberhausen 
Germany 
 
Phone: +49 178 - 666 9105 
eMail: band@tombonline.de 
 
Web: http://www.tombonline.de 


